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Abstract—A CRSN or Cognitive Radio Sensor Network is a 

network of wireless cognitive radio sensor nodes, these sensor 

nodes sense data and transmit over available spectrum bands. 

The energy of the nodes decreases gradually while transmitting 

the data, and ultimately the system expires. Traditional routing 

algorithms are not suitable for CRSN because these algorithms 

rely only on the shortest hops whereas in cognitive radio 

network the status of each link is totally different. In the 

following paper, we have introduced a three-stage routing 

algorithm for efficient performance. In the first stage, we 

calculate the transmission delay for every link in the form of 

link cost. In the second stage, the cost of each link is adjusted 

between primary radio sensor nodes and cognitive radio sensor 

nodes according to the state of primary users. In the third stage, 

a load sharing algorithm is applied to improve the life of whole 

node sensors in such a way to obtained maximum output. We 

have modified the traditional technique of routing by rescuing 

the power of each node. Computer simulation results clearly 

indicate the improvement in the lifetime of a network. 

 

Index Terms—Cognitive radio sensor network,    energy 

efficiency, efficient load sharing routing algorithm

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cognitive radio is a developing wireless 

communications concept in which a wireless node can 

sense its surrounding and change its transmission or 

receiving chains to communicate in an opportunistic 

manner, without intruding with licensed users. The 

objective of cognitive radio is to develop the way the 

scarce radio spectrum is utilized [1]-[3]. Cognitive radio 

has obtained a growing attention in the previous few years 

as a promising technology to enhance the spectral 

efficiency and to implement the dynamic spectrum access 

[3]-[5]. The usage of cognitive radio networks has been 

renowned in many areas like public security supervision 

[6], disaster rescue after the earthquake, military sensing 

and tracking [7], used for tactical communications in a 

battlefield.  

Routing in Multi-hop Cognitive radio networks offers a 

huge challenge due to the following two main facts. The 

first fact is; the conventional wireless links significantly 

reduce the acceptance quality of primary radios which are 
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not reliable due to the channel fading [8]-[10]. The second 

fact is; a cognitive radio node suddenly interrupts its 

transmission when a nearest primary radio (PR) activity is 

detected [11]. Nodes are building blocks of (CRSNs) and 

are low-power, low-cost computers which further handle 

more sensors. Nodes are consisting of a small memory 

element, battery, and sensors. These node sensors have 

very narrow range for the transmission of data. These 

nodes are mutually coordinate with its nearest neighbor 

nodes to select the route for data transmission. These 

nodes mainly act as a router for the informative 

transmission data. The small battery having limited 

energy is fully liable for providing power to an individual 

node. Nodes location in irregular positions and 

complexity in charging the batteries have forced the 

researchers to find some techniques which reduce the 

energy consumption [12]. To increase the life of a 

network, data transmission path is selected in such a way 

that there should be a minimum number of errors [13]. 

There are different techniques in which CR networks use 

spectrum efficiently. In [14] an Opportunistic Cognitive 

Medium Access Control (OC-MAC) protocol is proposed 

that helps the CR to use the spectrum efficiently whenever 

it is vacant. Traditional routing algorithms, for example, 

Link State which selects the route having minimum cost. 

It does not care about the energy statistics of the nodes. 

When it sends data from the source node to the destination 

node in minimum time and some particular nodes are 

obviously utilized more often than other nodes which 

result in the reduction of power resources for such nodes 

and therefore the lifetime of the network decreases. 

In this paper, firstly we have defined the cost that takes 

the characteristics of wireless links into account and then 

an efficient load sharing technique is applied which not 

only choose the best appropriate path in the form of cost 

but also improves network lifetime by handling the power 

resource of every node in Cognitive Radio Network. 

The remaining paper is arranged as follows. In Section 

II, we define the Limitations of traditional routing 

algorithms, in Section III, the delay estimation technique 

and the efficient load sharing routing algorithm is defined. 

Transmission behavior of proposed algorithm is 

elaborating in Section ІV. Finally, Section V summarizes 

the remarks in conclusion. 
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II. LIMITATIONS OF TRADITIONAL ROUTING 

 

Traditional Routing algorithm for CR networks does 

not always give the best solution regarding power 

efficiency. Consider a simple Cognitive Radio Sensor 

Network as shown in Fig. 1. There are many paths from 

starting node or source node A to destination node F. A is 

having two neighbors (B and C), and all the packets 

should pass through any one of these two neighbors. 

Conventional routing is not appropriate to CRSNs because, 

in the cognitive radio environment, the status of each link 

is distinct whereas conventional routing techniques are 

based on the shortest hops. Applying traditional routing 

algorithm on the network shown in Fig. 1 will give route 

A-B-D-E. However, different channels bandwidth and 

different probabilities of links are mentioned in Fig. 1. 

Therefore the conventional routing algorithm does not 

consider such type of factors, so the cost of route A-B-D-

E was chosen by conventional routing technique may not 

be the most appropriate. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Simple CR sensor network with primary radio node 

Traditional routing does not take into account the 

delivery rate of cognitive radio links. For example, when 

primary user is OFF, the cognitive radio link is available 

for packet delivery but when primary user is ON, the 

delivery rate of the cognitive radio link should be zero so 

that the cognitive radio users could not merge with the 

licensed users [5]. The cognitive radio link can be referred 

as a two state link. For example, when primary user is 

OFF. The delivery rate of link C-E-F will be maximum 

(due to low link cost adjusted by proposed algorithm) 

whereas when the primary user is ON, the delivery rate of 

link C-E-F will be 0 (Due to very high link cost adjusted 

by proposed algorithm). In the absence of primary users, 

the packet is relayed to node F through node D, and it 

does not deliver only when both links between C and F 

are broken. Traditional Algorithms are used to define a 

low-cost route to transmit packets. A CRSN is consist of 

tiny nodes which basically are the sensors having low 

power. 

One of the main problem in Traditional algorithms is 

that it does not take into account reserve energy of a 

network. It tries to discover a minimum cost routing path 

to minimize the transmission time which sometimes 

causes as an unfair distribution of load. Certain nodes 

which are associated with a lower-cost path may be 

attached with intense loads as compared to other nodes 

which consume energy resources of such nodes rapidly. A 

node is considered as dead when it consumes all of its 

available energy and all the nodes attached to the network 

through this node get into isolation which seriously 

impacts on the lifetime of the network. 

III. EFFICIENT ROUTING ALGORITHM FOR CRSN 

The proposed design covers these type of issues by 

calculating the cost and then applying an improved link 

state algorithm. In this section, we present our novel and 

energy efficient cognitive routing algorithm for CRSNs 

that discover a path from cognitive radio source node to 

the cognitive radio destination node. 

A. Network Model 

Before presenting the algorithm, we will define the 

network model and assumptions. We consider the 𝑁 

number of nodes in network. There is a group of primary 

radio nodes denoted by 𝑁𝑝  and a group t of Cognitive 

Radio nodes (CR) denoted by𝑁𝐶 . Let 𝑣 be any cognitive 

radio node, 𝑤 be its neighbor cognitive radio node and 𝑥 

is primary radio node. First step is that link cost is 

calculated between any two nodes 𝑣 and 𝑤. Between two 

nodes, there are M number of channels are available. Each 

channel consists of its available probability at every link. 

The bandwidth of ith channel between node 𝑣   and 𝑤  is  

Bv→w
i (i = 1, . . . , M) and the probability of channel is Pv→w

i . 

Let the active probability of primary radio nodes in ith 

channel is αi. So CR nodes can consume the channel  i 

with probability Pv→w
i = (1 − αi). Shannon’s Theorem is 

used to measure the maximum channel capacity 

(Cv→w
i ) which is given as:   

                 Cv→w
i = Bv→w

i log2(1 + SNRi)                   (1) 

where signal to noise ratio for channel i is represented by 

SNRi. We have defined the link capacity Cv→w   among 

node 𝑣 and 𝑤 as follows: 

                 Cv→w=∑ (Cv→w
lM

l=1 .Pv→w
l )                          (2) 

If the length of packets is given as L, then transmission 

delay  Tv→w can be calculated as follows: 

                   Tv→w =  
L

  Cv→w
                                   (3) 

Then we define the cost of the link between node 𝑣  

and node 𝑤  as: 

                  ωv⟶w =   Tv→w=
L

  Cv→w
                       (4) 

Similarly 

  ωv⟶x =   Tv→x=
L

  Cv→x
           (5) 

After finding the cost of each link, the algorithm 

adjusts the cost of links between nodes of primary radio 

and cognitive radio sensor nodes according to the state of 
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primary users. When the primary user is ON, it increases 

the costs of all links which are attached to primary radio 

node to a very high value and the load at this node will be 

passed through alternative paths. On the other hand, it 

does not affect link costs when the primary user is OFF. 

Then the modified algorithm will be applied that picks the 

low-cost path to transmit data using link state algorithm 

and share the load between other nodes to saves the power 

of a node. 

The offered technique works on continuous monitoring. 

Every node observes its own power continuously. We 

state a threshold value of power for a network. If the value 

of stored power for all involving nodes is larger than 

specified threshold figure, then a route is selected for 

transmission. Any node having less power than a 

threshold value will be considered as a critical node. A 

critical node updates the current state to its neighbors and 

enhances the cost of entire associated links to a huge value 

so that the load at this node will be shifted through some 

other alternative paths. A node is having power less than a 

particular threshold will only be utilized if there is no 

other alternate way exist for data transmission. This 

technique not only improves the transmission rate but also 

a considerable increase in lifetime of CR sensor network 

is also attained. This algorithm reduces sufficient amount 

of burden on the critical node and improves the life of 

cognitive radio sensor network. The algorithm is given 

below  

B. Proposed Routing Algorithm 

     INPUTS 

 L, Bv→w
i  , Pv→w

i  , (i = 1, . . . , M) 

M = A set having whole nodes handled by 
algorithm 

         𝑁 = A set having complete nodes of the network 

 𝑣 ∈ 𝑁 =  A set of cognitive Radio nodes of 
network  

 𝑥 ∈ 𝑁 = Set of primary radio nodes of network   

 𝑌 = State of primary radio user (OFF or ON) 

 Pc = critical power (threshold) 

 Pv= power of node 𝑣 

 𝐷(𝑣) = Link cost of node v from source s 

         𝐶(𝑣, 𝑤) = Link cost of from node v to node w 

         C(v, x) = Link cost from node v to node `x 

// FIRST STAGE: Calculate the cost of every link. 

   for  v =1 to N  

       for   w=1 to N 

    for   i =1 to M 

  Cv→w
i = Bv→w

i log2(1 + SNRi)              

          Cv→w=∑ (Cv→w
lM

l=1 .Pv→w
l )                                                

  ωv⟶w =   Tv→w=
L

  Cv→w

 
             end for 

        end for 

   end for 

// SECOND STAGE: Adjustment of the costs of links 

between cognitive radio sensor nodes and primary radio 

sensor nodes. 

In network N, for entire nodes 𝑣 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑥. 

if (Y = ON) 

     for all adjoining nodes x of  v

          C (𝑣, 𝑥)= 50//very large value is set as a cost of 
link 

Else 

          C (𝑣, 𝑥)= previous cost of link from node v to x 

// THIRD STAGE: Load sharing technique 

If    (Pv < Pc) for all attached nodes w of v 

      C (𝑣, 𝑤) = 50// very large value is set as a cost of 
link 

Else 

       𝐶(𝑣, 𝑤) = previous cost of link from node v to w 

    M = [s]

         In network N, for all nodes v except node s 

           If node v is in line to s 

             𝐷(𝑣)

 

= 𝐶(𝑠, 𝑣)

       Else 

               𝐷(𝑣)

 

= ∞

  While (M! = N) 

 Search a minimum D (W) for all W in (N –

 

M)

 𝑀 = 𝑀 + [𝑤]

 Calculate, 

          𝐷(𝑣) = 𝑀𝑖𝑛(𝐷(𝑣), 𝐷(𝑤) + 𝐶(𝑤, 𝑣)  

[For each v in (N –M) and adjacent to w]. 

IV.

 

BROADCASTING BEHAVIOR OF PROPOSED 

ALGORITHM FOR CRSN

Practically, CRSN consists of many nodes, but for our 

simulation and discussion, we imagine a multi-hop 

cognitive radio sensor network which has only one 
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primary node and twelve cognitive radio node. The 

cognitive radio users can work only in the licensed bands 

if the primary user is in “OFF” state or it is not present. 

When the primary user gets “ON”, all the cognitive radio 

nodes should have to leave the licensed bands 

immediately. Node S is considered as the source node, 

node P as the primary user and remaining nodes are 

considered as destination nodes. First stage of algorithm 

will calculate the cost of every link that is used to decide 

which route should be preferred to reach the destination.  

A. Life of Network Without Using Proposed Algorithm 

The three nodes A, B, and P are all linked to the source 

node S. We assume that source S sends a huge number of 

packets to random locations. From Fig. 2 we can see that 

the cost of Link S-A is very small as compared to S-B and 

S-P i.e. C(S, A) << C(S, B) << C(S, P). If we apply link 

state algorithm at this network, then almost whole packets 

will be passed through node A. 

 

Fig. 2. A CRSN with 12 nodes including single primary user in “ON” 

state, packets will pass through node A. 

Because all packets are passed via node A, the energy 

of this node A decreases swiftly until it becomes zero and 

node A goes die ultimately. Remaining nodes which are 

also linked through this node A also get cut off. Which 

results to stop the flow of packets. As shown in Fig. 3, we 

can graphically observe the system’s output. Hence the 

transmission of packets will remain to continue until node 

A is active. 

 
Fig. 3. Lifetime of a network without proposed technique 

B. Proposed Algorithm to Improve the Lifetime of a 

Network When the Primary User is “ON”  

By the usage of proposed load sharing method, the life 

of the above system could be improved. First we consider 

a network in which the primary user is in “ON” state and 

its band cannot be used that is represented by dotted line 

in Fig. 2. When the primary user is in “ON” state the 

algorithm enhances the cost of all associated links to very 

large value which is 50 in our case so that the 

transmission of packets cannot happen through node P to 

avoid any interference. 

From Fig. 4. It is clear that every node accepts data 

packet via node A for the reason that it is a low-cost path 

which causes the reduction in the power of A. Because the 

power of node A turns out less than the threshold level, 

algorithm raises the cost of attached links to an extremely 

high value. At this stage node A will work in the mode of 

power saving. At this situation, if link state technique is 

employed on the altered network then mostly data packets 

will transmit via node B to the destination because now 

cost of A (S, B) is lowest. Node A will only be utilized 

when no another substitute path exists as in the case of 

node E, F and C. It will save a sufficient power of node A 

and ultimately lifetime of the complete network will 

increase. 

 
Fig. 4. CRSN when node A in power saving mode. Whole transmission 

is carried through node B 

 
Fig. 5. Transmission behavior at node A after using efficient load 

sharing technique 

In the mode of power saving, only node A is consumed 

to broadcast data packets to the destinations E, F and C 

because such nodes can accept packets only from this 

node whereas the other nodes receive packets over node B 

which is at the lowest cost now. Fig. 4. shows that in the 

mode of power saving, the cost of all the attached links is 

raised to a very high rate like 50. Fig. 5. clearly 

demonstrate that at the start the node A works in active 

mode due to its massive broadcasting rate. But as soon as 

the power of node A attains its threshold value, it comes 

in the mode of power saving and finally transmission rate 

of packet decreases. 
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As node A enters in the mode of power saving, node B 

will start sending packets of data to the remaining sensors 

except F, E, and C which is described in figure 5. As most 

of the packets are routed across node B therefore the 

power of node B decreases continuously. 

C. Load Sharing Routing Algorithm to Improve Lifetime 

of A Network When Primary User is “OFF” 

Consider the case when primary user is in “OFF” state, 

and its band is used for transmission of data packets by 

secondary users. As the primary user is off, the cost of all 

the links associated with node P is decreased. As 

discussed earlier that when the power of node A is 

reduced to a certain threshold, the data is transmitted over 

node B. When the power of node B attains its threshold 

figure, this is also nominated as a critical node and turns 

into the mode of power saving. Finally, the cost of every 

link associated with the node B i.e. (A, B), (S, B) and (P, 

B) is increased to 50. Consequently, a load of all 

remaining nodes except C, F, E, G, and H passes through 

node P. Now node B will only transmit data to nodes G 

and H. Mode of Power saving is indicated in Fig. 6.  

 
Fig. 6. As the node B attains power saving mode, it sets all the 

connected links to a large value (50), so transmission occurs via node P. 

Fig. 7a. Demonstrate the broadcasting behavior at node 

B. Initially, mostly data packets are passed via node A so 

at this time the broadcasting value of node B is tiny. As 

node A attains power saving mode therefore mostly 

packets are passed via node B which enhance the 

communication rate of node B. As soon as power of node 

B achieves the value of threshold, it attains power saving 

mode and is only utilize when no any alternate path is 

available for G and H. Hence, transmission rate is once 

again reduced.  

 

Fig. 7(a). Transmission behavior at node B with proposed technique 

When node A and node B both enters in the mode of 

Power saving, the whole transmission is occurred via node 

P. Fig. 7(b) demonstrate the transmission behavior of 

primary node P whereas the Fig. 7(c) shows the combined 

transmission of node A, B and P. Initially, mostly packets 

pass via node A so, the transmission rate at this time of 

node B is quite low. As node A reaches the power saving 

mode mostly packets pass via node B which enhances the 

broadcasting value of node B. As soon as power of node 

B attain power saving mode, mostly packets passed 

through node P which improves the transmitting rate of 

node P and finally the node P achieves the mode of power 

saving and is utilize only when there is no alternate route 

exist, so transmission rate is again reduced.   

 
Fig. 7(b). Transmission behavior at node A with proposed technique 

 

Fig. 7(c). Combined transmission behavior of node A, B and P with 
efficient load sharing technique 

In the same way, same scheme is used for every node. 

There is a noticeable improvement in the lifetime of any 

network by employing load sharing algorithm at every 

node. Fig. 8 shows the transmission behavior of a vast 

number of packets from source node A to node I, E, F and 

G. The graph clearly determines the load sharing behavior 

which occurs among these nodes.  

 
Fig. 8. Transmission behavior at node I,E, F and G with efficient load 

sharing technique. 

In Fig. 9, a graph is displayed which compares the 

lifetime of a network by applying the power saving 

algorithm on different nodes. Results clearly show that the 

lifetime of the network without the proposed techniques is 

quite small whereas the lifetime increases gradually as 

soon as we apply the proposed method on different nodes. 

Finally, the life is sufficiently increased when proposed 

method is applies to all nodes. 
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Fig. 9. Comparison of network after using proposed technique  

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have proposed an algorithm for 

cognitive radio sensor networks has been presented. The 

proposed algorithm expresses a novel cost of the link 

according to the characteristics and then apply the load 

sharing technique. By using computer simulations, the 

comparison has been shown between traditional routing 

algorithm and proposed algorithm. The outcomes clearly 

specify that improved algorithm enhanced the lifetime of 

CRSN. Besides selecting the smallest path, our proposed 

algorithm also improves the life of CRSN by assigning 

power saving mode. The only shortcoming of this 

efficient algorithm is the increase in transmission time. 
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